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RG2 Solutions Expands Biometric Product Offerings
Increased security and cost savings are available
Oklahoma City, OK – September 26, 2005 - RG2 Solutions, a credit union technology developer and consulting
company announced the expansion of its biometric solution products and partnership with Digital Persona, the
leading provider of fingerprint-based authentication solutions. RG2 Solutions now offers a full suite of
biometric security tools for the enterprise in addition to its BioTran member verification system.
As a Digital Persona developer, RG2 Solutions launched its BioTran member verification system in 2002
which allows credit unions the ability to positively verify their members’ identity using fingerprint verification
technology. “We saw early on that biometric technology can greatly reduce identity fraud” says RG2 Solutions
president Roger Grant. “We are now extending this technology throughout the credit union for both increased
security and cost savings”
•

Network and Desktop Security:
Having extended their partnership with Digital Persona, RG2 Solutions can now provide credit unions
increased network and application security at the employee level using the DigitalPersona® Pro Server
and Workstation software. “Passwords are the ‘weak links’ in terms of securing a credit union’s
network” says Grant. “With this solution, the fingerprint is now used, which removes the threat of a
compromised password.” In addition to the network login, a user’s fingerprint can also be used to
secure desktop applications and web site logins as well.

•

Cost Savings:
Password administration is a time consuming operation for both the end user and the technology staff.
In addition to the benefit of a secure network, the DigitalPersona® Pro solution can save the credit
union money by reducing the amount of time wasted because of password lock-outs and administration,
according to Grant.

“We are excited about the opportunity to provide these timely solutions and continue to be a leader in biometric
solutions for credit unions” says Grant. “Digital Persona has a genuine interest in the credit union industry and
has been working closely with us in an effort to extend biometric technology to our current and future clients”.
About RG2 Solutions, Inc.
RG2 Solutions is a leading credit union technology integrator, developer and consulting company. RG2 Solutions
develops and integrates custom solutions including desktop applications, web/browser-based applications, database
development/applications and report writing solutions for credit unions throughout the U.S. RG2 Solutions is also a leader
in biometric and identity solutions for credit unions with products such as BioTran biometric member verification and their
Validity driver license scanning solution. For more information visit www.rg2solutions.com.
About Digital Persona
Digital Persona is the leading provider of biometric authentication solutions for enterprise networks and commercial
applications. Founded in 1996, Digital Persona designs, manufactures and sells turnkey solutions that improve security and
regulatory compliance while resolving password management problems. Its award-winning fingerprint technology is used
worldwide by millions people in the most diverse and challenging environments. For more information visit
www.digitalpersona.com.
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